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Introduction

This document explains what hardware and software are necessary for this project. Implementation of the project, which includes libraries, data preparation, and modeling in
python. In this research, we used a variety of models to compare them and calculate the
error rate.
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2.1

System Configuration
Hardware requirement
Table 1: Device Specification
Hardware
System
System type
RAM
SSD
Processor
CPU

Configuration
HP Pavilion Laptop
64-bit operating system
8 GB
256 GB
Intel(R) core(TM) i5-1035G1
1 GHz

Table 2: Windows Specification
Parameter
Edition
Version
OS build

2.2

Configuration
Windows 10 Home Single Language
21H1
19043.1110

Software requirement

For this research, we used a variety of methods to obtain data in a csv file. The python
language was used to clean and prepare the data, and it was ran on the Google Colab
tool. In Google Colab, compare the results and plot some graphs.
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Table 3: Software requirement
Software
Python
Microsoft Excel

Version
3.7(64bit)
2020

Figure 1: Google Colab website
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3.1

Project Implementation
Data Collection

Figure 2: Central pollution control board

In India, air quality is monitored using Air Quality Index data, and monitoring stations are set up, with data updated hourly and daily on the Central Pollution Control
Board’s website. I acquired the data from Kaggle, which came from the CPCB’s website. They provide data by city and station. I chose city-level data from a CSV file for
prediction purposes(Yousefi and Hadei; 2019).
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Figure 3: Dataset website

3.2

Data Preparation

The information is already in CSV format. Using python code, upload the file to Google
Colab and read the csv file. After you’ve chosen the right data, combine it all into one
parameter.

Figure 4: Data into CSV format

Figure 5: Read CSV file

After read the data python provide various function to check data. Head function
provide first five records of the data. info function provide the details about each variables
such as data type and size of each variables. Also shape we used for check the array size,
how many rows and columns are present in the data.
Some libraries are used for preparation of data:
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Table 4: Python libraries
Library
Pandas
Pandas
IO

Description
Read csv file
To change date format
Handle input/output operation

Figure 6: Check data type of all parameters

All variables’ data types should be checked. We need to cast datatype to Date format
in our situation because Date is an index variable with an object data type.

Figure 7: Change data type

3.3

Data Pre-processing

Check for null values in data pre-processing, and if any are found, replace all null values
with median data obtained using the median function. Splitting the data into train and
test sets is required for applying the model to the dataset.
Describe function calculate the mean, median, max, min values of the data and showing into to one table.
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Figure 8: Describe code

For example:
Below figure showing calculation of each pollutant so we can modify and analysis
according to results.

Figure 9: Describe output

Figure 10: Find null values

In describe output we get each pollutant avg, minimum, maximum values. We analyzed some pollutant have null values which is harm-full for model. There are many
options to handle null values some time we drop the records, when dataset is huge because is not reflected to results.
But in out case data is not huge so we decided to used median fiction. Like median
function mean is also available.
The form of the original distribution is preserved by MinMaxScaler. It has no effect
on the material included in the source information. It’s worth noting that MinMaxScaler
doesn’t lessen the significance of outliers. MinMaxScaler returns a feature with a default
range of 0 to 1.
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Figure 11: Fill NA values with median

Figure 12: Split data into train and test

Figure 13: Split data into train and test
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3.4

Model building

We employed a variety of models during modeling. Python has various libraries for each
model, so import all of them first. Keras is required for the LSTM and GRU models.
Keras featured a variety of layers that are useful while building a model. We also utilized
a dropout layer to prevent over-fitting.
Table 5: Python libraries
Library
Tensor flow
Keras
Layers

Description
Import keras
Import sequential, Layers , Callback
Dense, LSTM, Dropout, GRU

Figure 14: LSTM and GRU model

sklearn library included linear model, from that we import linear-regression. We can
build model using Linear regression function. After executing model fit train dataset into
model using fit function. Predict test data using prediction function.

Figure 15: Linear Regression

In python there is in-build function for Decision tree, which included parameters so
we can build model according to our requirement. For decision tree sklearn included tree
library so we can import Decision tree regression file. After executing model fit train
dataset into model using fit function. Predict test data using prediction function.
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Figure 16: Decision Tree

Figure 17: GRU-LSTM proposed model
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3.5

Evaluation

Evaluation purpose we used various measures such as root mean square error, mean
absolute error and r-square. Using metrics library we calculate all measures.
Table 6: Python libraries
Library
Math
sklearn

Description
Import Square-root
Import metrics

Figure 18: Result of measure
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